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Gerhard ULRICH
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

April 9, 2019

Fabien GASSER
Attorney General
Place Notre Dame 4
Case postale 1638
CH-1701 Fribourg
cc: To whom it may concern

Denunciation for ill-treatment of a Jenisch mother and her child
by the raciste Magistrates of the Canton of Fribourg/Switzerland
To you, Fabien GASSER,
The Swiss Jenisch suffered of racial prosecution over generations: abusive
psychiatric detention, forced sterilisation, child abduction etc. Said Jenisch
mother (36 years old) is issued of such a family. She has a University degree, is
teacher of secundary school and medical secretary. Fostering her child alone, she
is forced to face since 4 years a judiciary harassment. Invoking alleged «family
psychiatric history», the «Prosecutor» Yvonne GENDRE attempted to send her to
a complacency psychiatrist with the aim to have her interned:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2017-08-23_metraux-e_anonyme.pdf

Relying on these discriminatory decisions, the «Judge of Peace» Delphine
QUÉLOZ tried to abduct the child from the mother in April 2017:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_queloz_2016-10-27_rts.pdf

Advised by the victim protection authorities, to avoid to get localized, the mother
is constrained to shelter the child since 2 years.
Since the Magistrature of Fribourg has triggered off a real hunt down, the affaire
escalated 3 times up to the European Court of Human Rights. As Strasbourg has
the fatal pattern, the well motivated complaints were buried without any
justification (irredeemably degenerated system). The Magistrates of Fribourg do
thus have no restriction to continue this dreadful mobbing.
Nevertheless, this mother succeeded without being assisted by a Lawyer to
challenge the following Magistrates of Fribourg by the Federal Court:
- The «Prosecutor» Yvonne GENDRE by ATF 1B_96/2017 of 17.03.17;

in spite of being challenged, her decisions remain valid. She
continues to deal with the file, implementing her threats.
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- The cantonal «Judges» Michel FAVRE and Catherine OVERNEY

by ATF 2B_440/2018 of March 8, 2018
- Hubert
BUGNON, Jérôme DELABAYS and Sandra
WOLHAUSER by ATF 1B_351/2018 of September 25, 2018
The Einsteins of the Federal Court have thus identified the racist plot
of the Magistrates of Fribourg, without drawing however the necessary
conclusion: to end this raciste prosecution by the Freiburgers. The
harassed mother requests for good reasons to have the affair treated by
extra-cantonal Magistrates.
Applying the accusatory inversion, QUÉLOZ filed a penal complaint
against me for alleged offense of honor. You reacted by your non entry
order of May 24, 2018, since the complaint was late. However, after an
appeal by the litigious QUELOZ, the cantonal Judges BUGNON,
DELABAYS and WOLHAUSER (challenged in this case, authors of the
discrimination!) ordered on July 31st, 2018 the reope-ning of the
investigation, bypassing the Law by a waky jurisprudence.
On December 19, 2018 I was heared as an accused. Please find
enclosed theses minutes duly signed. The invoked elements are
establishing unequivocally the ill-treatment imposed by the mentioned
Magistrates at the costs of the Jenisch mother and her child.
Investigate finally against the real offenders, instead of wanting me
to be condemned for having said the truth.
No Magistrate of Fribourg has the necessary neutrality to deal with this
denunciation directed against your colleagues and / or the complaint of your
sister Delphine QUELOZ against the undersigned (conflict of interest). You,
Fabien GASSER, you are in addition challenged for not having replied to my
transparency request of March 23rd, 2019 (membership of secrete societies).
With my compliments
Gerhard ULRICH
Enclosure: Duly signed minutes of December 19, 2018 purged from the
falsifications of the investigators
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Interrogation of Gerhard ULRICH of December 19, 2018
Translation of the lines 15 – 69
Original French minutes:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2019-04-09_yeniche_pv.pdf

Do you have something to add?
(Recorded dictation) The Jenisch are a tiny Swiss ethnic group. Our authorities
organized their Genocide in the XXth century. It is to say: child abduction,
sterilization of the women, psychiatric internment. They are thus not a sect, as the
Prosecutors‘ Office of Fribourg has desinformed the policemen who were sent in
April 2017 to the Vaudois Broye for saving allegedly an ill-treated baby by an
alleged sect.
Here, we speak about a 36 year old Jenisch mother and her baby, presently 3
years and 7 months old. The mother is a school teacher with a University degree.
The University professor François RUEGG who had supervised her Master exam
has established on June 29 2016 an excellent appraisal concerning her.
Her baby was born on May 20, 2015. I have seen at least 5 certificates written by
the treating physician for the period beginning with the birth until September 21,
2018. All these certificates confirm the outstanding capacity of this mother to take
care of her child.

The father is a gynecologist obsessed with sex. If I am not mistaken, he has
admitted by e-mail dated August 16, 2013 to have infected his partner with the
papilloma Virus HPV. A medical attestation of October 20, 2016 says that he has
infected as well the baby. Since this disease is tranmitted in principle sexually,
this is a likely evidence of incestuous touches by the father*. The father has left
Switzerland just after the birth. He does not pay any pensions. Denounced by the
mother, he was interrogated on October 29, 2015 by the criminal police of
Fribourg. He used abusive denouncing according to which his former partner had
a psychiatric history in her family. This was particularly odious, since he had
been welcomed in the family and he knew prefectly that these accusations were
wrong. The grandmother and great grandmother had been indeed abusively
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interned in psychiatry. The Swiss Confederation has offered the excuses for what
they had had to suffer.
One is concluding that the mother is the protecting and the father the destructive
parent. However, the mother is criminalized, since the Magistrates of Fribourg
are practizing the accusatory inversion.
The Prosecutor GENDRE jumped on the opportunity. She mandated her
accomplice psychiatrist Rigobert Hervais KAMDEN to issue on May 31 st 2017 a
complacency expertise, declaring the Jenisch mother to be crazy, recommending
her to be internated in psychiatry. On May 27, 2017, the psychiatrist Dr. med.
LM. had certified that the same person was in perfect mental health. According
to the Constitutional Court of Germany, the certificates issued according to an
order of a Magistrate do have equal value as expertises ordered privately. Mrs.
GENDRE ignores deliberately the certificate of Dr. M. and is refering just to
thatone of KAMDEN who has never seen his prey, whereas Mrs. M. has seen her
with her own eyes.
The decision of the Federal Court ATF 1B_96/2017 of June 13, 2017 confirmed
the challenge of the Prosecutor GENDRE. The ATF 1B_351/2018 of September
25, 2018 confirmed the challenge of the cantonal Judges of Fribourg Hubert
BUGNON, Jérôme DELABAYS and Sandra WOLHAUSEN. The Einsteins of the
supreme Court did discover the raciste plot, however without drawing the
necessary conclusions : to stop this persecution.
What I did publish on Internet, concerning the role of the Judge of Peace Delphine
QUELOZ is but factual.
Because of the historical nightmare the children are sacred for these travelling
ethnical group. This Jenisch Mother is a hero. By hiding her baby, as advised by
the victim protection authorities, she is protecting her child against the
pedocriminal Magistrates of Fribourg. If you will condemn me, that will all be in
my honor.
Question to the Attorney General Fabien GASSER: «What do you have do to
comment? »

*The Prosecutor GENDRE refused to refer to experts for clearing this point.
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